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Crude stockpiles rise amid "growing evidence of an
economic slowdown"
Mid-summer is not the time of year the market expects a stock build, but
additional barrels added to inventories last week surprised traders.
The looming escalation of the trade war is causing nervousness and in Friday
trading, Brent crude was priced above US$57 with WTI holding above US$52 a
barrel.
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We're seeing a slight recovery as the week closes. This took prices to an
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Build in barrels
The US Energy Information Administration reported a build of 2.4 million barrels when the market had anticipated a fall
of about this much. Inventories have been declining in recent weeks yet holding above the five-year average.
Gasoline inventories were also up more than 4 million barrels and distillates rose 1.5 million barrels. This is the highest
inventory figures recorded for this time of year.
We're still in the driving season, so supplies could have been expected to decline rather than build.
Tough talk about the all-out trade war with China and additional tariffs on imported goods has traders running scared.
An additional 10% duty threatens global trade, but US President Donald Trump is determined to bring the Chinese to
the table, despite indicating that a trade war will not be drawn out.
The beginning of September is the deadline, with little response in his favour as of yet. Analysts at PVM Oil Associates
said that China could use their high oil imports from the US as a bargaining tool in negotiations. China is currently
importing about a quarter of a million barrels of oil a day from US supplies.
Oil demand growth
Oil demand growth has been revised downwards this year by OPEC and the International Energy Agency but this week
the IEA decided a further revision was needed. Looking ahead to the rest of this year and 2020, the agency says it
expects growth to be lower by 100,000 barrels a day for this year.
That puts total demand growth at 1.1. million barrels a day. Looking at 2020, it expects a decline of 50,000 barrels
putting total demand growth at 1.3 million barrels a day. The IEA says it's all about the "growing evidence of an
economic slowdown," which will impact demand for energy as well as the pending trade war between the US and
China.
The agency sees lower demand in the US also at a time when supply is abundant with American production expected
to rise above 12 million barrels a day this year.
The investments banks are now looking at lower price revisions with Standard Chartered saying that Brent should
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average US$66 for the year and WTI down to US$57 a barrel.
Little change in geopolitics
There's been little change in the geopolitical situation in the Middle East, but most analysts see this priced into the
market. The nuclear treaty stand-off between the US and Iran continues with no resolution in sight. The powers that be
remain concerned for global maritime safety but tankers remain seized as everyone searches for a resolution.
OPEC stands ready to react to market swings and reports this week say that Saudi Arabia was calling on other
producers to pay close attention to the recent slide in oil prices.
Saudi Arabia has said it intends to maintain exports around 7 million barrels a day. The UAE energy and industry
minister, Suhail Al Mazrouei took to twitter to say that Abu Dhabi will support actions to maintain balance in the oil
market.
The minister is currently in preparation mode for the World Energy Congress to be held in Abu Dhabi in early
September, where the OPEC joint monitoring committee will meet and review the global oil situation
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